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New Technologies SIG
Tom Shepherd



NEW TECH SIG UPDATE



New TECH SIG 

We need ideas

All you have to do is send me an email about something you would 

like to learn more about at 

newtech@grandcomputers.org



New Technologies SIG

Meeting every month 
3rd Thursday 3:30

Contact Tom Shepherd for additional information at

newtech@grandcomputers.org



This is the last meeting until fall

The SIG needs an assistant for the fall



Quick Update on AI



Quick Update on AI

Microsoft has been busy integrating AI into both Bing and Edge



Bing with Chat



Bing with Chat



Brand new is an image creator (aka Dall-E) option



Let’s take a quick peek

The New Bing - Learn More

https://www.bing.com/new?form=MD1A0D&OCID=MD1A0D


Google has been working on their AI called 
Bard



I got on the waitlist to use Bard



Within a day I received access



Warning from Bard



This is the primary Bard screen



I ask Bard a question



And Bard answers



Just for fun, I asked Bard how smart it was



Then I asked Bing chat the same question



I asked Bard which is smarter

Bard and Bing Chat are both large language models, but they have different 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Bard is better at generating creative text formats, while Bing Chat is better 
at providing summaries of factual topics.

Bard is also more willing to go out on a limb and answer questions more 
directly and comprehensively, while Bing Chat is more cautious and likely to 
stick to the facts.

Ultimately, the best chatbot for you depends on your needs.

If you need a chatbot to help you with creative tasks, Bard is a good choice. 

If you need a chatbot to help you with research, Bing Chat is a good choice.



Bard describes its own Pros and Cons



And then Bard describes Bing Chat



Now I will ask the same question to Bing Chat



The Network in your 

Home

Let’s move on to the main topic



I asked the AI chat feature of Bing to explain the most important things to understand about a home network



Here is how Bing AI 

responded



I asked Google Bard the same question – here is 

its reply



More from Google 

Bard says



Here is a simplified home network



We will start with the Router



Components in a Home Router

These are the main components of a typical Home Router:

•An integrated Switch with a number of LAN ports. The LAN ports let you 

connect computers and other devices using network cables

•A Wireless Access Point with one or more antennas which wireless 

devices can connect to. The antennas can either be visible external 

antennas, or they can be integrated inside of the home router.

•Often there is a built-in Modem, at least if the Home Router is meant to be 

connected to Cable or DSL-based Internet connections.

•The WAN port of the router lets you connect your internet connection to the 

home router. If the home router has a modem, then the WAN port is 

connected to the internal modem.



•The actual Router function which forwards traffic 

between the inside and outside networks

•A Server that handles additional Services (features):

• Handing out IP addresses to devices on your home 

network

• Handles Address Translations and Port Forwards

• Takes care of any firewall rules

• Replies to DNS-queries

• Includes a Web interface that you can connect to via 

your web browser to configure the Home Router



Here is a diagram of a Router



This is the router provided by Wyyerd to me at my home



Here are some details

With Wi-Fi being the de facto wireless data 
communication technology of choice for consumers, Calix 
engineered the GigaSpire BLAST u6.1 for optimal whole-
home coverage with simultaneous dual-band 2.4 GHz and 
5 GHz operation and dynamic beamforming at 5 GHz. 
Leveraging the latest Wi-Fi 6 features, the GigaSpire BLAST 
u6.1 provides longer range, higher efficiency and less 
interference compared to earlier generations of Wi-Fi 
technology.

The GigaSpire BLAST u6.1 also supports the entire 5 GHz 
band, including Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) 
channels and can be provisioned to support 160 MHz 
channel bandwidth at 5 GHz.



More details

MULTI-GIGABIT SUBSCRIBER EXPERIENCE The GigaSpire
BLAST u6.1 is a premium smart home system that delivers 
the latest ‘WiFi 6’ certified technology (802.11ax). 

The GigaSpire BLAST u6.1 uses a 1 Gigabit Ethernet link at 
the subscriber's premises to provide carrier-class Wi-Fi 
and four (4) Gigabit Ethernet interfaces for customer 
multi-media devices.

The GigaSpire BLAST u6.1 enables residential subscribers 
to receive Gigabit broadband data, Internet Protocol (IP) 
video, and voice (POTS) services



More details

Using the latest 802.11ax technology in both the 2.4 and 5 
GHz radios, the GigaSpire BLAST u6.1 incorporates 6x6 
streams of Wi-Fi delivery (2x2 @ 2.4 GHz and 4x4 @ 5 GHz).

In addition, with multi-user multiple-input and 
multipleoutput (MU-MIMO) and beamforming, the 
GigaSpire BLAST u6.1 allows service providers to extend the 
access network inside the home and establish a strategic 
location for the delivery and control of broadband services



More details

GigaSpire BLAST u6.1 datasheet (msfiber.net)

https://www.msfiber.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/GS4220E.pdf


Here is an example of router from Cox

Note: Cox calls this a “Gateway”



Here is Cox website with more info

Cox Panoramic WiFi Gateway Router | Cox Communications

https://www.cox.com/residential/internet/learn/panoramic-wifi-gateway.html


T-Mobile also provides a “Gateway”



T-Mobile Gateway specs



Verizon also has a router



Verizon also has a router



CenturyLink  also has a router



Routers today act as the first line of defense from 
hackers getting into your home network by providing a

“firewall”



Routers today act as the first line of defense from 
hackers getting into your home network by providing a

“firewall”



This firewall helps control what traffic can enter and 
leave your home network. 

For example, the firewall can block someone 
elsewhere from logging into your network and 
gaining access to all the computers on your network.

Most routers come with a network firewall



Firewalls help to block dangerous pieces of data 

(such as malware and viruses) from getting into your 

device's system.

Your router serves as a basic hardware firewall, but 

you can also add a software firewall for each 

connected device to add an extra layer of security 

against hackers. 

Software firewalls can help to distinguish between 
programs and devices.

Here is what Cox says about routers and firewalls





Is it cheaper to buy or rent your router and modem?

You don’t need to purchase a standalone modem if your internet provider 
supplies you with one rent-free.

After all, you don’t own your internet connection, so why own the 
modem? 

Let your internet provider deal with that aspect of your service. 

You probably (hopefully) have the best modem for your connection 
anyway.



However, there may be cases when your provider’s supplied 
modem is of low quality, and you want one with better 
performance and stability.

In this case, buying a standalone modem may save you 
money and lots of frustration.

Your home network is yours, however, so owning devices on 
your side of the modem makes perfect sense—including the 
router. 



The problem is that many internet providers now supply you with wireless 
gateways (modem/router combos), so if you have one, purchasing a router is 
an added expense and more in line with privately managing your home 
network than saving you money. 

Replacing the gateway entirely may be cheaper, depending on what you buy.

https://www.highspeedinternet.com/resources/rent-or-buy-modem-router#understanding


Do I need a Router?
“If you want to take advantage of WiFi in your home, you will need a 
wireless router. 

We recommend you use Zona Wyyerd’s managed Wi-Fi service. 

The managed WiFi service provides you with peace of mind and lets Zona 
Wyyerd manage things for you – worry free!  

Our managed WiFi program provides you with a high grade router which 
we continually push security and software updates. 

We can access the router remotely for minor corrections or resets. If 
anything were to go wrong, including if the router falls off the shelf and 
stops working, we will repair or replace it at our cost.”

Here is what Wyyerd says about this subject



And Cox

This info comes from a Bard chat



More from Cox

This info comes from a Bard chat



Even more 
from Cox

This info comes from a Bard chat

Cox regularly updates the firmware on their gateways to ensure that they are 
protected against the latest security threats.

These updates are pushed out automatically, so you don't have to do 
anything to get them. 

You can check the firmware version of your gateway by logging into the Cox 
Panoramic Wifi app.

If you have an older gateway that is not receiving firmware updates, Cox may 

be able to provide you with a newer one.



I asked the new AI component of Bing “can I use my own router with Cox ?”



I went to Cox and found this information

Learn How to Choose & Use Cox Compatible Modems | Cox

https://www.cox.com/residential/internet/learn/using-cox-compatible-modems.html


What if I want to get internet to my home from either T-Mobile or Verizon ?
Do I still need a router ?

I’ll ask my buddy, the BING AI chatbox



What if I want to dig deeper into the Router?

You may be able to access your router directly if 
it is your own personal one

If it is supplied by your internet provider, you 
may have to ask them to enable this capability



I aske Wyyerd a few questions about the router they supplied to  me 
and how to access it – their response

”I went ahead and enabled access for you. User is : admin and the password is 

nnnnn. 

You can change the password once you log on

Once, the router is fully onboarded into our cloud system, the user name / 

password access is disabled.

We generally refer our customers to download the mywyyerd app, to manage the 

router and make changes.

As the for the firewall, yes the router does have a firewall. 

You can see the firewall settings under Advanced > Security > Firewall once you 

log in to the router.”



Accessing the Router

Enter 192.168.1.1 into browser

Enter userid and password



Here is my router home screen



If I select Connection, this pops up



This shows up from Devices



Select Security then Firewall



I asked Wyyerd if I should make any changes 
Their answer:

“All we do when we onboard the router is to update your SSID'S 

and Passwords. 

Other than changing passwords and , I'd advise leaving them as is. 

The router has a firewall which is currently set to high (which all of 

the routers installed come set up as ).

If you wanted additional security, I'd recommended getting 

our Protect IQ, which acts as a VPN at router level.”



The internet provider may have extra “add ons” for purchase

Here are some options from Wyyerd



The internet provider may have extra “add ons” for purchase

$5



The internet provider may have extra “add ons” for purchase



My two cents worth 

Unless you have special requirements, use the 
Router supplied to you by the internet provider 
and use the default settings they installed



How do I see what is on my home network ?

One example - Wyyerd provides an app



How do I see what is on my home network ?

One example - Wyyerd provides an app







How to Use the Cox Panoramic WiFi App

Cox also has an app for managing your home network

https://www.cox.com/residential/internet/learn/panoramic-wifi-app.html


What about Speed – How much do I 

need 

and      

How much does it cost ?



I asked Bing AI it’s opinion on what internet speed is needed 



I then asked Google Bard the same question



I then asked Google Bard the same question



Another opinion



Who offers What ?

The next few slides are indicative of the type of internet 
offerings provided in our area

The actual prices are subject to contacting each 
provider directly



Here are the speed choices offered by Wyyerd



And from Cox



Cox



CenturyLink



CenturyLink



T-Mobile



Verizon



How can I measure how fast my Internet 

is ?

There are web sites and apps to measure 

speed



Wyyerd includes in their app a speed test



Here is what it shows for my home network on Wyyerd



It’s hard to see at the bottom, but Wyyerd is simply using the Speedtest app 
from Ookla



Some of the best apps to measure home internet speed include:

Meteor by OpenSignal
SpeedTest Master (iOS, Android)
Speed Test WiFi Analyzer by analiti
Speedtest by Ookla (iOS, Android,  Windows, Mac) 
Fast by Netflix (iOS, Android)
Network Speed Test by Microsoft (Windows)



Meteor by OpenSignal
for Apple



Meteor shows internet speed for individual apps

Let’s see from an iPAD perspective



Speedtest by Ookla

It is a popular internet speed testing app that allows 

you to test your internet speed and performance

It is available for iOS, Android, Windows, and Mac 

devices

The app is easy to use and provides accurate results 

that can help you determine if your internet connection 

is fast enough to fit your needs



Here is the website for the program



Here’s a peek at the web site , it’s very easy, you just click GO



Here is what it looks like at my house
There are a few ads for Cox Internet 



https://www.speedtest.net/

Let’s Try It Here



https://www.speedtest.net/

Let’s Try It Here



Our homes are getting smarter



With many devices and appliances now using the 
Internet,  things get complicated fast



Here is another diagram of a home network with many devices



How do keep all these new gadgets secure ?



https://allaboutcookies.org/securing-smart-home-devices

Here are some websites with ideas 
on securing your smart home devices

https://www.onithome.com/blog/security/how-to-secure-iot-devices/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2023/02/22/14-essential-
steps-to-take-to-secure-household-iot-devices/?sh=381ec13d7cb8

https://allaboutcookies.org/securing-smart-home-devices
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2023/02/22/14-essential-steps-to-take-to-secure-household-iot-devices/?sh=381ec13d7cb8


Tips to protect your home network

1.Place your router in a central location.

2. Create a strong Wi-Fi password and 

change it often.

3. Change the default router login 

credentials.

4. Turn on firewall and Wi-Fi encryption



Tips to protect your home network

5. Create a guest network.

6. Use a VPN.

7. Keep your router and devices up to 

date.

8. Disable remote router access.



https://www.cnet.com/home/internet/stop-home-network-
hackers-top-10-tips-to-protect-your-wi-fi-security/

Let’s look at these in more detail

https://www.cnet.com/home/internet/stop-home-network-hackers-top-10-tips-to-protect-your-wi-fi-security/


Here is a document from the NSA with some tips 

https://media.defense.gov/2023/Feb/22/2003165170/-1/-
1/0/CSI_BEST_PRACTICES_FOR_SECURING_YOUR_HOME_NETWORK.PDF

https://media.defense.gov/2023/Feb/22/2003165170/-1/-1/0/CSI_BEST_PRACTICES_FOR_SECURING_YOUR_HOME_NETWORK.PDF


Even more tips 

https://staysafeonline.org/resources/securing-your-home-network/

https://staysafeonline.org/resources/securing-your-home-network/


Here is what Cox says about security

https://www.cox.com/residential/internet/guides/securing-
wifi/how-to-improve-wifi-security.html

https://www.cox.com/residential/internet/guides/securing-wifi/how-to-improve-wifi-security.html


And Centurylink’s take on security

https://www.centurylink.com/home/help/internet/wireless/home-wifi-
security.html#:~:text=To%20enhance%20cybersecurity%2C%20consider%20
changing,your%20secure%20modem%20user%20interface.



Guest Network

You may want to set up a “Guest Network” in your home so that

• Guests can access the internet through your wifi

but

• They would not have access to your devices unless you 
specifically allow that



Guest Network

It gives visitors access to your Internet connection and nothing 

else. 

They can't see any of your devices on the network and they 

don't have the ability to access them.

Most importantly, they can't accidentally introduce malware or 
compromise your devices or data in any other way



Wyyerd

The Wyyerd App has a function to allow 
you to create a Guest Network

You can specify a unique network name 
and password

You can also put a duration or time/day 
span 



Info from Cox on how to create a guest network *

* This info comes from a Bard chat



And Verizon also can handle guest networks*

*This info comes from a Bard chat



How does the internet 
provider access my home ?



There is a panel somewhere in your house – for me, it’s in my utility room



This panel is called a “Media Enclosure…Box”



Open that panel and you see wires, cables, boxes, etc.



Here is a device, apparently from OnQ



It is an Enhanced Video Module



Let’s look at this 



It is a “Digital Subscriber Amplifier”

What does a subscriber amplifier do?

Boost the signal — not the noise or distortion

When you need to distribute a clear signal to multiple 

locations within a single structure, CommScope's 

subscriber amplifiers and components deliver 

excellent performance and reliability with ultra-low 
noise signal amplification.



The moral is that the “stuff” inside 
this panel takes as input a cable from 
your internet service provider – it 
takes the signal from the ISP , 
amplifies it and splits it, and sends it 
through pre-wired cables within your 
walls – that can be accessed in a 
room with an outlet, in which you 
connect your router



Here is an outlet and connected to it, this orange cable



At the other end, the orange cable connects via the WAN Port, into my Router 

WAN Port

Ethernet Ports

Phone Ports



What is a Mesh Router 
and  

Why would I need one ?



A mesh router is a type of wireless networking device 

that uses multiple nodes to provide Wi-Fi coverage 

throughout your home

Unlike traditional routers that broadcast W-Fi from a 

single point, mesh router have multiple access points 

that work together to provide faster speeds, greater 

coverage, and a more reliable connection



Mesh routers are ideal for larger homes and apartments, or 
anywhere with thicker walls, an odd layout or an inherently 
low WiFi signal1

They can help eliminate dead zones and provide 
uninterrupted Wi-Fi throughout your home



With that , I think we are done

Thanks for your attention!


